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HOW TO USE THESE SHAPES
You have an ordinary geometric shape to use
You have different sizes of the same shape to use
You have different sizes of the same shape inside of each other but off centre
You can use halves and even quarters

You can use these shapes for whatever reason you need them or you can use them to cut out
felt patterns or any other patterns that you may need. They are perfect for those times when
you need instant eyes and don’t have any plus you can use them for a number of our very own
easy craft projects and many other arts and crafts too.
These shapes are in different sizes to make it easy for you to print, cut and arrange as you
require.
Try to combine shapes, place them along side each other or inside each other, turn them upside
down or sideways for a different effect. The dog below is a proud owner of an instant eye!
Create faces with them, make some thumb prints as bodies by pressing your thumb on an ink
pad, then on paper, draw legs and arms, add some EYES! Create faces on the geometric
shapes above!
Make a flower

Make a dog

Make a balloon
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NEED SOME EYES IN AN INSTANT? NO TIME TO SHOP FOR TOGGLE OR SHAKY EYES?
PRINT, CUT AND GLUE THESE EYES QUICKLY AND EASILY!

